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Accelerating human 
discovery

Sapient is a full-service biomarker discovery 

organization offering a transformative platform 

to probe deep into the human chemical milieu 

and enable population-level discovery of key 

circulating biomarkers of health, disease, and 

drug responsiveness – at a speed and scale 

unmatched by traditional bioanalytical methods.

D I D  Y O U  K N O W ?

Underlying risks for most common 

human diseases are not encoded in 

DNA sequence, but rather are revealed 

in circulating chemistry stemming 

from human exposures including diet, 

toxicants, internal organs, medications, 

and the environment.



Driven by 
technology, 
supported by 
data, focused 
on insight™
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By probing the genetic and non-genetic landscape of 

disease across population-scale human studies, Sapient

enables a deeper understanding of human biology and 

delivers actionable insight to catalyze drug development

efforts and accelerate decision making at every phase.

With one platform, Sapient provides specificity at scale for applications including:

D I D  Y O U  K N O W ?

Underlying risks for most common 

human diseases are not encoded in 

DNA sequence, but rather are revealed 

in circulating chemistry stemming 

from human exposures including diet, 

toxicants, internal organs, medications, 

and the environment.



Break free of traditional  
bioanalytical constraints

Sapient’s next-generation rapid liquid chromatography-

mass spectrometry (rLC-MS) infrastructure and 

automated workflows scale the speed and capacity 

of current analytical technologies, assaying >11,000 

molecules per biosample in less than 1 minute per 

sample run and providing the ability to handle 

thousands of samples per day.

Using untargeted molecular profiling, these systems 

capture complex chemistry and enable discovery of 

uncharacterized compounds.

Get actionable insights 
on specific biomarkers

Sapient’s technologies are embedded in an 

integrated platform that includes advanced 

computational services, in which we apply 

custom-built algorithms to the generated data to 

identify key molecules of interest. 

This is aided by referencing Sapient’s proprietary 

human biology database – which includes 

>300,000 human biosamples and more than 

20 million patient-years of follow-up data – to 

derive insight into these specific biomarkers.

Accelerate drug development
pipelines and personalize therapy

Sapient rapidly identifies biomarkers that can be 

used to confirm pharmacological engagement

of key targets, identify biological mechanisms 

of disease, provide early insight into potential 

safety risks, uncover dosing and timing of

targets, and ultimately, align patients, disease 

states, and therapies.

Drug development can be optimized at any

phase, with the platform enabling rapid

translation from discovery to CLIA assays.

Discover more, develop faster
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Break free of traditional
bioanalytical constraints

Sapient’s next-generation rapid liquid chromatography-

mass spectrometry (rLC-MS) infrastructure and 

automated workflows scale the speed and capacity 

of current analytical technologies, assaying >11,000 

molecules per biosample in less than 1 minute and 

providing the ability to handle tens of thousands of

samples per day.

Using untargeted molecular profiling, these systems 

capture complex chemistry and enable discovery of 

uncharacterized compounds.

Get actionable insights 
on specific biomarkers

Sapient’s technologies are embedded in an 

integrated platform that includes advanced 

computational services, in which we apply 

custom-built algorithms to the generated data to 

identify key small molecule biomarkers of interest. 

This is aided by referencing Sapient’s proprietary 

human biology database – which includes data 

from analyses of hundreds of thousands of human 

biosamples and >10-30 years of follow-up data 

across patients  – to derive biomarker insights.

Accelerate drug development 
pipelines and personalize therapy

Sapient rapidly identifies biomarkers that can be 

used to confirm pharmacological engagement 

of key targets, identify biological mechanisms 

of disease, provide early insight into potential 

safety risks, uncover dosing and timing of 

targets, and ultimately, align patients, disease 

states, and therapies.

Drug development can be optimized at any 

phase, with the platform enabling rapid 

translation from discovery to CLIA assays.

Discover more, develop faster
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1 Wong et al. (2019). Estimation of clinical trial success rates and 
related parameters. Biostatistics, 20(2), 273–286.

D  I  D  Y O  U  K  N  O  W  ?

Drugs with an 
associated biomarker 
are 2-10x more likely
to receive FDA approval. 1 



Driven by technology,
supported by data, 
focused on insight™
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By probing the genetic and non-genetic landscape of 

disease across population-scale human studies, Sapient 

enables a deeper understanding of human biology and 

delivers actionable insight to catalyze drug development 

efforts and accelerate decision making at every phase.

With one platform, Sapient provides specificity at scale for applications including:



Learn how Sapient’s biomarker discovery engine 

can be applied to advance your own drug 

development pipelines.

Find insights from Sapient’s

scientific team, explore real-world 

applications of our platform, 

and engage with us to catalyze

discovery for better human health.

linkedin.com/company/sapientbio

@SapientBioSchedule an introductory call with our team 

at calendly.com/sapientbio/intro-call

Ready to 
discover more?

Visit Sapient
online at
sapient.bio

https://calendly.com/sapientbio/intro-call


Learn how Sapient’s biomarker discovery engine 

can be applied to advance your own drug 

development pipelines.

Find insights from Sapient’s 

scientific team, explore real-world 

applications of our platform, 

and engage with us to catalyze 

discovery for better human health.

linkedin.com/company/sapientbio

@SapientBioSchedule an introductory call with our team 

at calendly.com/sapientbio/intro-call

Ready to 
discover more?

Visit Sapient 
online at 
sapient.bio

https://sapient.bio
https://linkedin.com/company/sapientbio
https://twitter.com/SapientBio

